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ABSTRACT
The innovative shaping of human-machine-interfaces
includes technological implications for consumer behavior
and could result in significant paradigm changes for the
way computers are used for business, for private and for
learning purposes. If we use trends in the entertainment
industry (e.g. Wii or Kinect) as an indicator for a new need
for physicality in interaction with digital media, we can
determine the potential of this physicality for learning and
creativity. In this paper the theoretical assumptions and
practical implications of tangible user interfaces (TUIs) for
learning issues are discussed. For that we propose a new
input device named STID that takes haptic skills of human
body into account.
1 INTRODUCTION
Starting point for the following paper is the widespread
thesis, that active object-lessons facilitate learning
processes. The child actively constructs knowledge by
interacting with its environment and everyday objects [1].
This means primarily physically-active actions in relation to
and with physical objects ("objects-to-think-with") [2, p. 2]
- therefore instructions are getting reduced while exploring
and experimenting are being challenged [3]. Accordingly
we attempt to involve these possibilities in humancomputer-interaction.
2 THE RELEVANCE OF PHYSICAL EXPERIENCE
IN THE (DIGITAL) LEARNING PROCESS
Based on Piaget’s developmental psychology research in
the early 20th century it is assumed that "[…] mental action
is grounded in a physical substrate" [4, p. 1713]. This
suggests that cognition initially arises from actions and
operations. When children and adolescence grow up,
individual experience forms cognitive patterns, which
determine how and what we perceive and feel, what we
remember, how we judge and argue [5]. There is some
evidence for the assertion that we better remember those
experiences in which we were constructively involved. The
generation-effect for instance proposes an improvement in

memory performance if the learner is permitted to elaborate
and construct the knowledge content [6] [7] [8]. More over
studies showed that if physical activities are embedded in
this elaboration and construction process there will be a
higher probability to remember absorbed knowledge, in
contrast to the knowledge gained only by listening [8, p.
12]; [9, p. 404]. This is based on the fact that memory
encoding through physical activities occurs multi-modally
and automatically – no special strategy is needed [8, p.
30ff]. This implies that there is a functional relationship
between kinesthetic driven interactions and learning
objectives that influences the learning process positively
and leads to a knowledge structure that can be accessed
independently of the presented modality.
Supported by these evidences we emphasize the
introduction of additional multi-sensory stimuli, most
especially for haptic movements, in digital learning
contexts to augment the audio-visual modes. Cognition,
driven by audio-visual perception is not the only ability
needed to process symbolic information; our brain requires
a body as an additional resource to support mental
abstractions with respective tactile and/or spatially
perceived information. Therefore we propose a useful
connection of real objects to digital learning software in a
way that ordinary objects serve as input devices to virtual
processes.
3 TANGIBLE INPUT DEVICES IN THE LEARNING
SECTOR
Emphasizing naive physical skills and body awareness in the
Human-Computer-Interaction (HCI), are typical for what
Jacob et al. [10] describe with Reality-Based Interaction.
Thus, the direct manipulation of physical objects – the so
called 'natural interaction' – can help to reduce the mental
load in the HCI and accelerate learning processes [11].
The innovative development of tangible-user-interfaces is a
forward-looking research field, which includes new
implications for user behavior and the way that computer
software needs to evolve, to be used in this new model of
interaction. We understand the trends in the entertainment
industry (e.g. Wii or Kinect) as an indicator for a new need
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and
d mathematiccal laws, insstead of reco
onsidering thhem
meentally.
The tactile feedbback just emeerges through the active hap
aptic
perrception, meaaning the conttact with the physical objeects.
If a tactile feeddback that coorresponds with
w
the virtua
ually
chaanged attributtes (e.g. gravitty) is not giveen directly (in the
reaal world) it would be important to
t evaluate the
con
nsequences foor the cognitivve performance. Accordingg to
abo
ove mentioneed theory wee assume thatt the dissonaance
bettween real objjects and virtuually reflected
d objects leadds to
a better
b
understaanding by expploring which fosters a proccess
of reflection
r
andd therewith of learning.
4.2
2 Technical aaspects
Fro
om a technicaal perspectivee especially the
t technology
gy of
objject recognitioon and visuallization will be
b important. The
objjects must bee identified and
a detected in their pracctical
arrangement in real-time andd immediately displayed onn the
scrreen. Because the detectionn of a three-dimensional obbject
wo
ould require a 360 degreee rotation, our
o approachh for
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Ho
owever, existiing systems can
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nly those pattterns
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thu
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purpose,, an
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ying the im
mage
infformation. T
The recognitiion of objects should be
maarkerless, thhus the obbjects carry no additiional
ideentification maarks, as already implementted by Ladikoos et
al. [24].

Thee technical deevelopment oof the applicaation is split into
two
o projects. The first part deeals with the incoming imaages
from
m the webcam
m. Key elemeent will be a pipeline
p
to deetect
and
d compute thee position off several objeects inside off an
imaage by using different algoorithms for im
mage and patttern
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ognition. Thee result will be a new liibrary for thrreedim
mensional deteection and traccking of objeccts based on nonn
sterreoscopic imaages. Within this library image processsing
algo
orithms are im
mplemented bbased on exissting approachhes,
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h as scale-inv
variant featurre transform (SIFT) [25] and
com
mbined with algorithms
a
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H
et al. [26] already
y described. An
alteernative approach is the use of 3D Distan
nce Maps [27]..
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4.3 Next Steps
After the techn
nical realizattion a first study is beeing
con
nducted to meeasure learninng effects reg
garding the sppeed
and
d the duration of the knowleedge acquisitiion. The questtion
is, what influence the happtic perception has on the
acq
quisition of maathematical prrinciples of the calculation of a
surfface and vo
olume. Becauuse of the already existting
kno
owledge of older ages aboout this area, the age of the
grou
ups will be between 8 too 10 years. Comparing
C
thhree
grou
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nds who learnn the principlees of surface and
volu
ume calculatiion (1) throuugh the physsical stackingg of
bloccks, and the assistance of software (ST
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king with a mouse and software,
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(3) by
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n and paper with
w
the help of a teaacher, the rellevance of haaptics in learnning
processes can be examined.
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gure 2 concepptual program
m execution for
fo the image and
Fig
patttern recognition and the prrocessing of th
he data

Acccording to theeoretical assum
mptions thus far obtained, the
con
ntributions from haptic percception and motor
m
skills inn the
digiital context can
c possibly enhance leaarning efficienncy.
How
wever there haave been not eenough scienttific studies abbout
how
w to use and assess tangib
ible user interfaces in speecial
learrning contextss. Theoretical assumptions support a greeater
con
nsideration off physical skiills since theen the body will
become the reference point iin the interacction with diggital
functions as it iss for the real world. It alsso seems obviious
thatt physical activities
a
are essential fo
or any kind of
exp
periences in our
o physical world and thus
t
beneficiially
enh
hance intellecttual skills acqquisition. In order
o
to contiinue
thiss approach em
mpirically, the mentioned em
mpirical scenario
willl be perform
med. In a loonger perspecctive it will be
necessary to classsify differentt input and ou
utput devices, the

associated user actions to build new TUI-Learning
taxonomies.
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